Abstract

Devices, such as computer readable media, and methods, such as automated methods, for labeling and/or matching. Some of the devices and methods are particularly useful for anatomical labeling of human airway trees. Some of the devices and methods are particularly useful for matching branch-points of human airway trees from represented in two or more graphs.
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BACKGROUND

1. Field of the Present Methods and Devices

The present methods and devices relate generally to the fields of labeling and matching. More particular, they relate to labeling graphical representations of trees, such as automated anatomical labeling of human airway trees. They also relate to matching corresponding points of at least two graphical representations, such as automated matching of corresponding branch-points of at least two graphical representations of a tree, such as a human airway tree.

2. Description of Related Art

Lung diseases like lung cancer, emphysema, and cystic fibrosis are a significant cause of disability and premature death in Western countries. In North America, for example, fatalities from lung cancer outnumber those from colon, breast, and prostate cancer combined.

Lung imaging plays a crucial role in the diagnosis, study, and treatment of lung disorders as well as in physiological studies concerned with pulmonary functionality. Modern multidetector-row CT scanners (MDCT) provide a wealth of information. Volumetric lung images of the size of several hundred MBytes are not uncommon. The manual analysis of these images is often time-consuming, tedious, and error prone. And with the high volume of scans taken, manual analysis is in many cases not economical.

The quantitative assessment of intrathoracic airway trees is important for the objective evaluation of the bronchial tree structure and function. Functional understanding of pulmonary anatomy as well as the natural course of respiratory diseases like asthma, emphysema, cystic fibrosis, and many others is limited by our inability to repeatedly evaluate the same region of the lungs time after time and perform accurate and reliable positionally corresponding measurements.

Branch-point matching and anatomical labeling are both tedious and error-prone to perform manually. Working with human in-vivo data poses challenges. In-vivo trees deviate from ideal trees because of anatomical variations and because of false-branches introduced by imperfections in the preceding segmentation and skeletonization processes.

Few attempts at automating the branch-point matching process have been made. Pisupati et al. (1996a) and Pisupati et al. (1996b) presented a matching algorithm based on dynamic programming, which was only applied to very similar pairs of canine trees. Pisupati et al. stated that they expect the method to fail on human in-vivo scans. Park (2002) presented a tree-matching method based on an association graph (Pelillo et al. (1999)), but his method was applied only to phantom data and does not tolerate false branches.

SUMMARY

Publications about automated anatomical labeling are similarly sparse. Mori et al. (2000) presented a knowledge-based labeling algorithm. The proposed algorithm was only applied to incomplete trees (about 30 branches per tree), and the built-in knowledge base did not incorporate anatomical variations. Additionally, the algorithm is sensitive to missing and added (false) branches. Kitaeoka et al. (2002) developed a branch-point labeling algorithm that uses a mathematical phantom as reference. Labels are assigned by matching the target tree against this phantom. The method cannot automatically handle false branches—they have to be pruned manually in a preprocessing step.

Other disclosures concerning an earlier version of the present labeling methods are described in Tschirren et al. (2003), Tschirren et al. (2002a) and Tschirren et al. (2002b).

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

The following drawings illustrate by way of example and not limitation. The patent or application file contains at least one drawing executed in color. Copies of this patent or patent application publication with color drawings will be provided by the Office upon request and payment of the necessary fee.

FIG. 1A shows a human airway tree with anatomical labels that are assigned to branch-points and are based on segment names. This figure is based on artwork published in Boyden (1955).

FIG. 1B shows a typical topological relationship of segments (variations are possible between individuals).

FIG. 2 depicts an algorithm, which is based on a breadth-first search, that may be used to compute $R_s$, discussed in greater detail below.

FIG. 3A shows a portion of a segmented, skeletonized airway tree before pruning.

FIG. 3B shows that edge 1 in FIG. 3A is a false branch.

FIG. 3C shows the result of pruning the false branch shown in FIG. 3A, and replacing the vertex from which it extended with an edge.

FIGS. 4A and 4B show suitable nomenclature for rigid registration. The depicted anatomical names correspond to names in FIG. 1B.

FIG. 5A is a total view showing the result of using an embodiment of the present matching methods for intra-subject matching, based on an in-vivo TLC and FRC scan. The FRC tree is shown in green and the TLC tree is shown in purple. The matchings are represented by red lines.
FIG. 5A is a detail view of the tree pair shown in FIG. 4A. The false branches near the top center part of the purple tree do not negatively affect the matching result.

FIG. 6 shows an example of the notation that can be used in the population average described below.

FIGS. 7A and 7B show variation of single segment measures in a population average. FIG. 7A shows the mean standard deviation of segment length. The tachaea was not included because its length varies depending on the startpoint of the scan. FIG. 7B shows the standard deviation \( \sigma_{100} \) of angle \( \theta \) measured from the average spatial orientation of the segment and the spatial orientation of the segment in the individual trees. Note that \( \sigma_{100} = 0 \) for Emdf.MB_s because of rigid registration (Emdf.MB_s is always aligned, in this embodiment, with the y-axis).

FIGS. 8A-8C show the variation of various inter-segment measures compiled from measurements made on 17 different trees. FIG. 8A shows variability of difference vector between any two anatomical segments, and standard deviation of the angle between the mean difference vector and the difference vector for the individual trees. FIG. 8B shows standard deviation of angle between direction vectors of any two anatomical segments. The relatively constant and moderate values. FIG. 8C shows mean (red) standard deviation (blue) of segment length ratio for every pair of segments (without tachaea). This figure illustrates the great variability and hence the limited value of this measure to embodiments of the present labeling methods. Note that the red line is centered between the blue lines. The apparent asymmetry is a visual illusion.

FIG. 9 illustrates an example of a long "false" branch.

FIG. 10 illustrates one manner of addressing a suspected false branch through the introduction of a "parallel" edge. In this figure, edge \( e_2 \) might be a false branch. An edge \( e_2 \) parallel to edges \( e_1 \) and \( e_3 \) is added.

FIGS. 11A-11C illustrate a sequence of labeling steps designed to reduce computing time by splitting the task into sub-problems. Segments labeled during a step are gray. The label's 's' and 't' mark start- and terminal-segments, respectively.

FIG. 12 shows an example of the results of branch-point labeling using one embodiment of the present labeling methods.

FIG. 13 illustrates an example of a terminal-label problem. It is not entirely in this figure which of the two branch-points is the true end-point of the RB10 segment.

DESCRIPTION OF ILLUSTRATIVE EMBODIMENTS

The terms "comprise" (and any form of comprise, such as "comprises" and "comprising"), "have" (and any form of have, such as "has" and "having"), "include" (and any form of include, such as "includes" and "including") and "contain" (and any form of contain, such as "contains" and "containing") are open-ended linking verbs. Thus, an automated method "comprising" accessing a first representation of an airway tree of a human subject; accessing a second representation of the airway tree of the human subject; and (c) automatically pruning at least a portion of the first representation is a method that includes at least these recited steps, but is not limited to only possessing these recited steps.

Similarly, a computer readable medium "comprising" machine readable instructions for accessing a first representation of an airway tree of a human subject; accessing a second representation of the airway tree of the human subject; and automatically pruning at least a portion of the first representation is a computer readable medium that has machine readable instructions for implementing all these recited steps, but also covers media having machine readable instructions for implementing additional, unrecited steps.

The terms "a" and "an" are defined as one or more than one, unless this application expressly requires otherwise. The term "another" is defined as at least a second or more.

Descriptions of well known processing techniques, components and equipment are omitted so as not to unnecessarily obscure the present methods and devices in unnecessary detail. The descriptions of the present methods and devices, including those in the appendices, are exemplary and non-limiting. Certain substitutions, modifications, additions and/or rearrangements falling within the scope of the claims, but not explicitly listed in this disclosure, may become apparent to those or ordinary skill in the art based on this disclosure.

Human airway trees show a certain degree of similarity when compared across multiple subjects. The similarities can be observed up to the entry-points into the sub-lobes. This includes all 33 anatomically named segments (see FIG. 1A) that are commonly used in pulmonary physiology Boyd (1955). Beyond that, the branching pattern becomes more random and every human exhibits a different branching pattern, much like fingerprints differ between individuals.

The number of airway-tree branch-points that can be matched depends on the source of the two trees to be compared. In inter-subject matching (trees originating from different subjects), only branch-points associated with the anatomically named segments can be matched. In intra-matching (trees originating from the same subject, e.g., imaged at different lung volumes, or at different points of time), it is possible to match points beyond the anatomically named ones.

Prior to either matching or labeling, an airway tree may be segmented using any suitable technique from suitable data. For example, segmentation may be accomplished on volumetric computed tomography (CT) images using processes such as those described in, e.g., (a) Chapter 2 of Appendix 1 of the provisional application to which this application claims priority and incorporates by reference, or (b) Appendix 4 of the provisional application to which this application claims priority and incorporates by reference (to the extent the two descriptions differ). The segmented airway tree may then be skeletonized using any suitable technique, such as the technique as disclosed, for example, in Palagi et al. (2003).

Branch-points may then be detected in the skeletonization result and the tree may be represented as a directed acyclic graph (DAG). This DAG may be used as input data for both present branch-point matching and anatomical labeling methods.

In one respect, the present devices may be characterized as a computer readable medium comprising machine readable instructions for: (a) accessing a first representation of an airway tree of a human subject; (b) accessing a second representation of the airway tree of the human subject; and (c) automatically pruning at least a portion of the first representation.

In one respect, the present methods may be characterized as an automated method comprising: (a) accessing a first representation of an airway tree of a human subject; (b) accessing a second representation of the airway tree of the human subject; and (c) automatically pruning at least a portion of the first representation. The representations that are accessed consistent with such devices and methods may take the form of data.

In another respect, the present devices may be characterized as a computer readable medium comprising machine readable instructions for: (a) accessing a first representation, the first representation including a segmented, skeletonized
representation of an airway tree at a first lung volume of a human subject; (b) accessing a second representation, the second representation including a segmented, skeletonized representation of the airway tree at a second lung volume of a human subject; and (c) automatically pruning at least a portion of the first representation. In another respect, the present methods may be characterized as an automated method comprising: (a) accessing a first representation, the first representation including a segmented, skeletonized representation of an airway tree at a first lung volume of a human subject; (b) accessing a second representation, the second representation including a segmented, skeletonized representation of the airway tree at a second lung volume of a human subject; and (c) automatically pruning at least a portion of the first representation.

In one respect, embodiments of the present branch-point matching methods may be characterized as having the following steps, which can be performed automatically: delete (prune) spurious branches from input trees; align the input trees by performing a rigid registration; find and match major branch-points and match sub-trees underneath major branch-points, one pair of sub-trees at a time.

In another respect, embodiments of the present branch-point matching methods may be characterized as having the following steps, which can be performed automatically: delete (prune) spurious branches from input trees; find major branch-points (e.g., the carina and the end-points of the two main bronchi); rigid registration based on major branch points found (input trees are aligned based on the major branch-points found in the previous step); find remaining major branch-points; match remaining major branch-points; and match sub-trees (remaining branch-point correspondences may be found by matching, e.g., only one pair of sub-trees at a time).

Embodiments of both the present branch-point matching and the anatomical labeling methods may be based on matching hierarchical structures (mathematical graphs) using association graphs Pelillo (1999). Using association graphs for finding graph isomorphisms is a well known technique that was introduced more than 20 years ago Ballard and Brown (1982) refined the method, allowing it be used on hierarchical structures, such that topological and inheritance relationships were preserved.

An association graph is an auxiliary graph structure derived from the two graph structures to be matched. A graph $G(V, E)$ comprises a set of vertices $V$ and a set of edges $E$. For two graphs $G_1$ and $G_2$, an association graph $G_{\text{asg}}(V_{\text{asg}}, E_{\text{asg}})$ consists of the vertices $V_{\text{asg}}=V_1 \times V_2$. Thus, it contains a vertex for every possible pair of vertices in $G_1$ and $G_2$. Two vertices in $G_{\text{asg}}$ are connected with an edge if and only if the corresponding vertices in $G_1$ and $G_2$ stand in the same relationship to each other (e.g. inheritance relationship, topological distance, etc.). The maximum clique in the association graph (the biggest sub-set of vertices where every pair of vertices is connected by an edge) corresponds to the maximal subtree isomorphism. Each vertex contained in the maximum clique represents a pair of matching vertices in the original graphs. It has been shown (Garey and Johnson, 1979) that the problem of finding the maximum clique is an NP-complete problem. No method is known to exist that can efficiently find the maximum clique in a graph with a high number of vertices and edges. However, embodiments of the present methods may reduce the time required to match two normal sized in-vivo trees to about 1 to 3 seconds.

Pelillo et al. (1999) use path length and level difference (generation number) as a measure of equivalence when adding edges to the association graph. This is “hard” measure in the sense that only topologically identical sub-trees can be matched. In contrast, embodiments of the present methods use a measure of equivalence that incorporates tolerances, allowing topological differences between the target trees, and consequently making the process robust against false branches, which are commonly observed in the segmentation (due, for example, to leaks) and skeletonization (due, for example, to naturally occurring “bumps” along the airway wall) result of in vivo data.

Reducing Computing Time

Computing the maximum clique is an NP-complete problem. For example, attempting to match two trees of 200-300 vertices each in a naive way could require computing time on the order of hours. Reducing the problem size will decrease this time. Such a reduction could be achieved in different ways. For example, the overall problem size could be reduced, or the problem could be split into a greater number of smaller sub-problems. Some embodiments of the present matching methods use a combination of both of these approaches...

In this regard, the overall problem size may be reduced by pruning out very short (and mostly spurious) terminal branches from the input trees. Next, the input trees (e.g., two input trees) undergo a rigid registration to bring potentially matching branch-points geometrically close to each other and to allow the imposition of a distance restriction when building the association graph. With such an approach, only geometrically close branch-points are considered as possible matches. Next, the trees may be divided into sub-trees, and only two relatively small sub-trees may be matched at a time. A more detailed discussion of one manner of carrying out these general steps is now provided.

Pruning

Pruning short terminal branches comprises, in some embodiments of the present matching methods, two steps: deleting terminal branches that are shorter than a pre-defined threshold $l_4$ and deleting vertices that have only one out-edge and replacing the in-edge and out-edge with one single edge (stated another way, deleting vertices that have only one remaining out-edge and connecting parent- and child-vertices directly). FIGS. 3A-3C illustrate an embodiment of these steps. FIG. 3A shows a portion of a segmented, skeletonized airway tree before pruning. FIG. 3B shows that edge 1 is a terminal edge and has a length $l_4$ and the same is identified as a false branch and deleted. In FIG. 3C, the terminal branch no longer appears, and vertex A is found to have only one out-edge. Consequently, vertex A and edges 2 and 3 are deleted and edge 4 is inserted. In embodiments of the present matching methods, the pruning is applied two times in a sequence for every tree. Thus, a maximum of two airway-generations is deleted from the periphery of the trees.

Rigid Registration

In some embodiments of the present matching methods, a rigid registration may be performed such that the carina of the input trees are superimposed and the angles between the corresponding main bronchi of the two trees are minimized. The carina is the first main branch-point of the airway tree where the trachea splits into the two main bronchi. The carina and the left and right bronchi of each input tree may be identified first, as follows. For every tree a depth first search may be performed, which labels every edge $e$ with the minimum and maximum values of the $x$, $y$, and $z$ positions of all vertices that are situated topologically underneath $e$, designated as $x_{\text{min}}(e), x_{\text{max}}(e), \ldots, z_{\text{min}}(e), z_{\text{max}}(e)$. The number of vertices found topologically underneath $e$ is recorded as well, designated as $N(e)$. 
The spatial extents $\Delta x(e)=x_{\text{max}}(e)-x_{\text{min}}(e)$, $\Delta y(e)=y_{\text{max}}(e)-y_{\text{min}}(e)$, and $\Delta z(e)=z_{\text{max}}(e)-z_{\text{min}}(e)$ can now be computed for every edge $e$. Next, a breadth first search may be performed starting from the root of the tree. The carina may be identified as the first vertex that is encountered with $\Delta x y z=\max\{\Delta x(e), 
\Delta y(e), \Delta z(e)\} \leq 50$ millimeters (mm) and $N(e)/|V| \leq 0.1$ for both of its out-edges. Similarly, the branch-points at the end of the two main bronchi may be found by finding the next two vertices after the carina that satisfy the same conditions.

The notation in the following equations refers to FIGS. 4A and 4B. The rotation angles are the $x$, $y$, and $z$-axes, $\phi_{xc}$, $\phi_{yc}$, $\phi_{zc}$, respectively, computed with

$$\psi_{xc, yc, zc} = \begin{bmatrix} 1 & \tan \frac{1}{v_{yc}} & \tan \frac{1}{v_{zc}} \\ \tan \frac{1}{v_{xc}} & 1 & \tan \frac{1}{v_{zc}} \\ \tan \frac{1}{v_{xc}} & \tan \frac{1}{v_{yc}} & 1 \end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix} 1 & \tan \frac{1}{v_{yc}} & \tan \frac{1}{v_{zc}} \\ \tan \frac{1}{v_{xc}} & 1 & \tan \frac{1}{v_{zc}} \\ \tan \frac{1}{v_{xc}} & \tan \frac{1}{v_{yc}} & 1 \end{bmatrix}^{-1} \begin{bmatrix} \psi_{xc} \\ \psi_{yc} \\ \psi_{zc} \end{bmatrix}$$

where the function $\phi_{\text{diff}}(\phi_1, \phi_2)$ finds the shorter of the two possible difference angles between $\phi_1$ and $\phi_2$ and is defined by:

$$\phi_{\text{diff}}(\phi_1, \phi_2) = \begin{cases} 
\phi_1 - \phi_2, & \text{if } \phi_1 - \phi_2 \leq \pi \\
2\pi - (\phi_1 - \phi_2), & \text{if } \phi_1 - \phi_2 > \pi 
\end{cases} \quad (3.2)$$

The 3D transformation of the vertex coordinates can be written in the standard matrix representation (Foley (990)) as

$$[x', y', z'] = R_f [x, y, z]$$

where $[x, y, z]$ is the original vertex coordinate and $[x', y', z']$ is the transformed vertex coordinate. The transformation matrix $M$ is defined by

$$M = \begin{bmatrix}
1 & 0 & 0 & v_{xf} \\
0 & 1 & 0 & v_{yf} \\
0 & 0 & 1 & v_{zf} \\
\end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix}
1 & 0 & 0 & v_{xf} \\
0 & 1 & 0 & v_{yf} \\
0 & 0 & 1 & v_{zf} \\
\end{bmatrix}^{-1} R_I, R_x, R_y$$

In some embodiments of the present matching methods, matching of the remaining branch-points (those other than the carina and the end-points of the two main bronchi) may be performed in multiple (e.g., two) steps to help reduce computing time. For example, first only major branch-points (which are generally branch-points that are a parent of sub-trees having substantial size, such as those with a spatial extent of $\Delta x y z=30$ mm) are matched. This requires minimal computing time because there are, on average, only 20-30 major branch-points identified per tree. Then, starting from pairs of matched major branch-points, sub-trees are matched, only one pair of sub-trees at a time. Prior to matching two sub-trees, a simplified rigid registration may be executed by translating one of the two sub-trees such that the root points of the sub-trees are superimposed.

In other words, with respect to the major branch-point matching, in some embodiments of the present matching methods, major branch-points other than the carina and the end-points of the two main bronchi may be identified using the same techniques discussed above with respect to identifying the carina and the end-points of the two main bronchi during the rigid registration. The only difference is that the threshold for the spatial extent is lowered to $\Delta x y z=30$ mm and no restriction for the minimal number of vertices in a sub-tree is used.

Building Association Graph

In some embodiments of the present methods, the association graph is built in keeping with a goal of having its maximum clique represent as many valid matches as possible. One could add a vertex to the association graph for every possible pair of vertices in the original trees and connect association graph vertices with edges if they represent the exact same relationships between the respective vertices in the two input trees. However, considering the average number of 200 to 300 vertices in the input trees, this approach could produce a huge
association graph, and the time to find the maximum clique will rise beyond practical values. Furthermore, such an approach does not allow for tolerances and will not tolerate false branches well. In some embodiments of the present methods, it is beneficial to keep the size of the association graph small and make the overall matching process tolerant against false branches.

The segmentation and skeletonization processes may leave some false (extraneous, anatomically non-existing) branches in the tree. Trees scanned at a high lung volume are more prone to such branches than trees scanned at a low lung volume. It should not be expected that a false branch will simultaneously occur in both input trees (e.g., when intra-subject trees are at issue) and at the same location.

A false branch does not change the inheritance relationship of any two vertices in the graph. Siblings stay siblings, parent or stay parents of their respective children and vice-versa. However, the topological distance between some vertices does change when a false branch is introduced.

**Vertex Relationship Array**

In embodiments of the present methods, the inheritance relationship and the topological distance between any two vertices for each input tree (e.g., two input trees) is known prior to building the association graph. To ascertain these properties, the two-dimensional vertex relationship array $R_v$ of dimension $N \times N$ is computed, where $N$ stands for the number of vertices in the associated tree. The cell $R_v(s, t)$ of $R_v$ contains the inheritance relationship $r_{v,s}$ between source vertex $s$ and target vertex $t$, with $(r_{v,s} = \text{PARENT}, \text{CHILD}, \text{SIBLING}, \text{NA})$ and the topological distance $d_{v,s}$ between the source vertex $s$ and the target vertex $t$, with $(d_{v,s} = \text{NA}, d_{v,s} \leq 1)$. For set $s$ and no inheritance relationships except PARENT, CHILD, and SIBLING are possible and $r_{v,s} = 1$. If vertex $n$ is not a direct descendant of vertex $m$ and $n$ is not a direct descendant of $n$ then $r_{v,n} = r_{v,m} = \text{SIBLING}$. No “COUSINS”, “NPEHEWS” or similar are assigned. In this regard, embodiments of the present methods and devices may be characterized as an automated method comprising, or a computer-readable medium comprising machine-readable instructions for, respectively, (a) accessing a first representation of an airway tree of a human subject, the first representation including vertices; (b) accessing a second representation of the airway tree of the human subject, the second representation including vertices; and (c) building a tree association graph, where the building includes determining whether two possible vertices of the tree association graph have a topological distance that falls within a range of acceptable topological distances.

In some embodiments of the present methods, there are guidelines for the placement of edges in the association graph. For example, consider two vertices in the association graph, $v_{\text{as1}}$ and $v_{\text{as2}}$. In some embodiments, if $v_{\text{as1}}$ represents a match between vertex $v_{1a}$ in tree 1 and $v_{2a}$ in tree 2, and if $v_{\text{as2}}$ represents a match between vertex $v_{1b}$ in tree 1 and $v_{2b}$ in tree 2, then $v_{\text{as1}}$ and $v_{\text{as2}}$ are only connected with an edge if the following are true:

- the inheritance relationship from $v_{1a}$ to $v_{1b}$ is identical to the inheritance relationship from $v_{2a}$ to $v_{2b}$;
- the topological distance between $v_{1a}$ and $v_{1b}$ and the topological distance between $v_{2a}$ and $v_{2b}$ differ by at most 1;
- the Euclidean distance between $v_{1a}$ and $v_{1b}$ and the Euclidean distance between $v_{2a}$ and $v_{2b}$ differ by at most 20%; and
- the angle between the two vectors $v_{1a}-v_{1b}$ and $v_{2a}-v_{2b}$ is at most 1 radian.

These factors minimize the size of the association graph and consequently speed up the matching process. The tolerance for topological distances makes it possible to allow false branches to some degree (e.g., such as the false branches not eliminated by pruning).

**Finding Maximum Clique**

A number of exact algorithms as well as heuristic approximation techniques have been presented for solving the maximum clique problem (see Carraghan et al. (1990); Osterberg (2002); and Pardalos et al. (1999)). For most large problems an algorithm based on a heuristic methods is the only reasonable choice in order to keep the computing time within practicable limits. However, a heuristic method does not guarantee an optimal solution—something an exact algorithm can do. In embodiments of the branch-point matching methods, the branch-point matching problem can be divided into a number of relatively small sub-problems as discussed below. For that reason, an exact maximum clique algorithm is applied in certain embodiments. Algorithm 2 (based on Carraghan et al. (1990)) in Table 1 below, which is a non-weighted (or un-weighted) maximum clique algorithm, may be used in this regard. The runtime for the matching process amounts to 1 to 3 seconds for two trees containing 200 to 300 branch-points each (measured on a 1.2 GHz AMD Athlon™ single CPU system).

**TABLE 1**

| Input: C: Graph with sets of vertices V and set of edges E. |
| Output: C: Maximum unweighted clique. |
### TABLE 1-continued

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Algorithm 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. max ← 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. clique ← Ø</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. trnp clique ← Ø</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. maxcliffe(V, Ø)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. return clique</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. function maxcliffe(U, size)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. if U = Ø then</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. if</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. max ← size</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. clique ← trnp clique</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11. return</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12. while U ≠ Ø do</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13. if size + U ≠ max then</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14. U ← return</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15. i ← min({ v ∈ U })</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16. U ← U { v }</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17. maxcliffe(U { neighbors(v) }, size + 1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18. return</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Implementation

In some embodiments of the present methods, the graph-related parts may be utilized with the help of the Boost Graph Library, Sieck et al. (2002). The complete matching algorithm may be implemented as a command-line application written in ANSI C++ (e.g., one example of machine-readable instructions). Such a program can take two XML tree files as input and can output an XML tree-matching file.

XML is a suitable platform because of the expandability of XML-based files and because powerful parsers are readily available. Two different data files were designed:

The tree file contains all tree-related data except the original gray-scale image and volumetric segmentation result. Information about topology and geometry are stored, as well as the results of all quantitative measurements. The tree file can hold trees with disconnected parts and trees containing loops, if needed. Anatomical labels, work status (information about what processing steps have been performed on the tree), and text-based notes provided by the user can also be stored; and

The tree-matching file contains information about matching branch-points, segments, and lobes between two airway trees. As with the tree file, the tree-matching file can also hold information about the work status and it can hold text notes.

C++ and Python libraries were developed for accessing these files. Providing these libraries has several advantages: data access is simplified and new applications can be added with relative ease; data-integrity is guaranteed because all read and write operations are done through the libraries; and cross-platform operability is assured by using standardized language features only, and by using cross-platform third-party libraries only.

Pages 142-171 (beginning with section 8.3.4 of page 142) of Appendix 1 of U.S. Provisional Patent Application Ser. No. 60/568,184, which pages are incorporated by reference in this application, describe one embodiment of the two file formats and the C++ and Python libraries that can come with them.

### Modularity

The processing steps described in this disclosure may be integrated into separate modules. Each module may be specialized to a specific task and data exchange may be standardized as described above. Individual modules can be exchanged or new modules can be added as needed. Specialized tools can be built by combining different modules into a higher-level system.

Modules have been developed to carry out aspects of this disclosure that were command-line based and parameterized through command-line parameters. Integration into scripts may be currently be achieved via a command-line interface (e.g., with the "os.system( )" command in Python). Integration into a system based on standardized binary modules like the one described in pages 141-143 of Appendix 1 of U.S. Provisional Patent Application Ser. No. 60/568,184, which pages are incorporated by reference in this application, may be realized by replacing the thin command-line interface layer with the new interface code.

All modules may be implemented in standard ANSI C++ for cross-platform operability. Portable and freely available third-party libraries may be used.

### Results

FIGS. 5A and 5B show a result of using an embodiment of the present matching methods for intra-subject matching. The run time for matching two full-sized in-vivo trees (200-300 branch-points each) was about 1 to 2 seconds, measured on a single AMD Athlon™ CPU running at a clock rate of 1.2 GHz.

Specifically, validation of an embodiment of the present branch-point matching methods was performed with in-vivo data sets. The accuracy of the embodiment was evaluated by comparing the automated results against an independent standard that was based on the hand-matching result provided by several independent human experts.

**Independent Standard**

Scans from a total of 17 subjects, 10 healthy and 7 diseased, were available. Each subject was scanned twice, one scan at functional residual capacity (FRC, 55% lung-volume), and one scan at total lung capacity (TLC, 85% lung-volume). In each volume the airway-tree was segmented and skeletonized by automated methods, and the graph representation of the airway-trees was then available for matching. An interactive computer program was developed that allowed human experts to perform the tree-matching. Each pair of FRC/TLC trees was matched independently by three different human experts. For each tree-pair, the FRC and the TLC tree originated from the same subject. It was therefore possible to match branch-points beyond the anatomically named points. A match between two branch-points was only taken as a reference if a majority of human observers (at least two out of three) agreed on it.

**Automated Method**

The embodiment of the present branch-point matching methods was run on all 17 tree pairs. The input trees were taken from the skeletonization program "as is"; no manual pre-processing (e.g., pruning) took place. All 17 tree pairs were matched with the automated program using the same standard parameters. No hand-adjusting of parameters took place.

For every tree pair the result of the automated matching program was validated against the independent reference described in the previous sub-section. Table 2 lists the validation results for the matching algorithm:

### TABLE 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Total reference matches</th>
<th>10 subjects in vivo normal</th>
<th>7 subjects in vivo diseased</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Verified computer</td>
<td>193</td>
<td>211</td>
<td>404</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>matches correct</td>
<td>124</td>
<td>130</td>
<td>254</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>incorrect</td>
<td>11 (8.9%)</td>
<td>123 (94.6%)</td>
<td>236 (92.9%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>7 (5.4%)</td>
<td>7 (5.4%)</td>
<td>18 (7.1%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
TABLE 2-continued

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>10 subjects in vivo</th>
<th>7 subjects in vitro</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Computer matches not in reference</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>119</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reference matches not in computer matches</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>168</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In the intra-subject branch-point matching, 92.9% of the verifiable matches agreed with the independent standard. It is interesting to compare the 7.1% incorrect matches with the intra-observer disagreement. On average, 7.5% of the branch-point correspondences identified by the human experts disagreed with each other. For some tree-pairs the human expert disagreement was as high as 28.6%.

While the embodiments of the present matching methods (and devices) have been discussed in the context of the human airway tree, those of ordinary skill in the art will understand that they are also applicable to matching aspects (such as vertices) of any other artificial or natural tree structure.

Next we turn to some embodiments of the present anatomical labeling methods.

Assigning anatomical labels makes it possible to match airway tree across different subjects. This allows, for example, physiological studies where, across a population, the average change of airway geometry during the breathing cycle is of interest. Having anatomical labels assigned to an airway tree also makes it possible to identify lobes and sublobes, which is crucial for surgical planning.

In some embodiments of the present methods, anatomical labels are assigned by matching the target tree against a pre-labeled tree that represents a population average and contains information about the typical geometrical and topological variability in human airway trees. Because of false branches an anatomical segment may consist of more than one edge in the graph representation of the airway tree that is to be labeled. For that reason, labels may be assigned to the respective endpoint (branch-point) of the segment. An anatomical segment can have only one endpoint, and a branch-point can only be the endpoint of one anatomical segment. Consequently, this approach allows for an unambiguous labeling that is independent of the number of graph-edges that make up one anatomical segment.

In general, the labeling of some embodiments of the present labeling methods is performed by matching the target tree against a population average. The population average may be built from a number of airway trees that are handlabeled by one or more human experts. The population average may incorporate the variability that can typically be observed across subjects of the population.

Population Average

The population average is a database that contains a reference-airway tree with anatomical labels. It also contains the mean values for various geometrical measures, as well as information about the typical geometrical and topological variations across the population. The following subsections describe the details about how the population average may be built according to some embodiments of the present labeling methods.

Notation

A vector notation may be used for computing the population average. In FIG. 6, the vector $\hat{s}_n$ defines the orientation and length of segment n, and $\hat{s}_m$ does the same for segment m. Every segment has a start point, a center point, and an end point, designated by the subscripts s, c, and e, respectively. The difference vector $\hat{d}_{sc}=\hat{s}_c-\hat{s}_s$ is defined by the two center points.

Rigid Registration

The population average will contain information about the absolute spatial orientation of segments and the spatial relation between pairs of segments. This information can only be computed relative to a predefined reference frame. The coordinates of the tree vertices are defined in a Cartesian coordinate system. Trees used for computing the population average undergo a rigid registration such that the carina lies in the origin of the coordinate system, the left main bronchus is aligned with the z-axis of the coordinate system (with the end of the left main bronchus pointing into positive z direction), and the plane defined by the two main bronchi is congruent with the x-z plane of the coordinate system (this also makes possible the measurement of absolute positions of segments, though this information is not contained in the embodiment of the population average discussed because it can be replaced with relative spatial measurements). A 3D transformation of the vertex coordinates as it is used within the embodiment of the present branch-point matching methods discussed above may be used.

Information Contained in Population Average

Two different classes of knowledge are contained in the population average. The first class comprises pre-knowledge related to single segments. The second class comprises pre-knowledge about the relationship between pairs of segments.

For the single segment pre-knowledge, the following parameters are recorded:

Segment length—for, e.g., every segment the average length is computed. The population average contains the mean $\mu$ and standard deviation $\sigma$ of the measured values, separately listed for, e.g., every anatomically named segment.

Spatial orientation—for, e.g., every anatomically named segment the mean vector $\mu_{SO}$ is computed from T handlabeled input trees with

$$\bar{\mu}_{SO} = \frac{\sum_{t=0}^{T-1} \bar{\mu}_t}{T}$$

and the unit vector of $\bar{\mu}_{SO}$ is recorded in the population average. Furthermore, the average variation from $\bar{\mu}_{SO}$ is found by computing the standard deviation of the angle between $\bar{\mu}_s$ with

$$\sigma_{SO} = \sqrt{\frac{1}{T-1} \sum_{t=0}^{T-1} \left( \frac{\cos^{-1} \left( \frac{\bar{\mu}_s \cdot \bar{\mu}_{SO}}{|\bar{\mu}_s| |\bar{\mu}_{SO}|} \right)}{2} \right)^2}$$

FIGS. 7A and 7B show the variation of the two single segment measures, taken from 17 trees. Both the length measure and the spatial orientation measure have a relatively small variation and provide reliable criteria for identifying segments.
For the inter-segment relationship the following parameters are recorded:

Inheritance relationship—for, e.g., every pair of anatomically named segments the inheritance relationship is recorded as a label from the set \{PARENT, CHILD, SIBLING\}.

Topological distance—for, e.g., every pair of anatomically named segments the minimum and maximum value of the topological distance is recorded.

Angle between segments—for, e.g., every pair of \( \vec{s}_a \) and \( \vec{s}_b \) of anatomically named segments the average angle and its standard deviation are computed with

\[
\bar{\mu}_\alpha = \frac{1}{T} \sum_{i=0}^{T-1} \cos^{-1} \left( \frac{\vec{s}_a \cdot \vec{s}_b}{|\vec{s}_a||\vec{s}_b|} \right)
\]

and

\[
\sigma_\alpha = \sqrt{\frac{1}{T-1} \sum_{i=0}^{T-1} \left( \cos^{-1} \left( \frac{\vec{s}_a \cdot \vec{s}_b}{|\vec{s}_a||\vec{s}_b|} \right) - \bar{\mu}_\alpha \right)^2}
\]

respectively.

Spatial relationship between segments—for, e.g., every pair of \( \vec{s}_a \) and \( \vec{s}_b \) of anatomically named segments the average spatial relationship is computed with

\[
\bar{\mu}_{SR} = \frac{1}{T} \sum_{i=0}^{T-1} \frac{\vec{s}_a - \vec{s}_b}{|\vec{s}_a - \vec{s}_b|}
\]

and the unit vector of \( \vec{\mu}_{SR} \) is recorded in the population average. The average variation of the spatial relationship is computed as

\[
\sigma_{SR} = \sqrt{\frac{1}{T-1} \sum_{i=0}^{T-1} \left( \frac{\vec{s}_a - \vec{s}_b}{|\vec{s}_a - \vec{s}_b|} - \bar{\mu}_{SR} \right)^2}
\]

FIGS. 8A-8C show the variation of various intra-segment measures. One can see that the angle between segments and the spatial relationship between segments provide relatively good measures with only moderate variability. On the other hand, measuring the length ratio of segments does not provide good measure, as can be seen in FIG. 8C. The variability for many pairs of segments is too big.

Introducing Parallel Edges

In the embodiment of the intra-subject branch-point matching method described above, short branches (likely to be false) were pruned out from the target trees. While this is an appropriate and effective method of preprocessing trees for intra-subject matching, pruning only works in a limited way when preparing a tree for anatomical labeling. FIG. 9 illustrates the reason for that.

The problem is that sometimes airway trees contain relatively long “false” branches. Sometimes these branches are not actually false; they do really exist in the target tree. They represent anatomical segments that are not typical and are likely not represented in the population average. The “false” branch in FIG. 9 is such an example. Pruning with a fixed threshold cannot remove such branches without removing desired branches as well (e.g., TriLU-LB3 in FIG. 9). For the intra-subject matching, the presence of such extra branches generally does not matter because they most likely exist in both trees. But for the labeling process presently described they do matter because they are not contained in the population average and consequently they cause a mismatch for the topological distances.

In some embodiments of the present labeling methods, a solution is to introduce “parallel” edges into the target tree prior to building the association graph. For example, parallel edges may be introduced for all edges that might be false in the anatomical textbook-sense. For example, in FIG. 10, a parallel edge \( e_p \) is added to the tree if edge \( e_i \) has two outer-edges, among which one is a terminal edge \( (e_t) \). Additionally, the angle between \( e_i \) and \( e_t \) has to be close to 180 degrees. This second criterion may be judged by taking the ratio of distances between vertices \( v_{i1}, v_{i2} \) and \( v_{j1}, v_{j2} \). A parallel edge is added if \( |v_{i1} - v_{j1}|/(|e_{i1}| + |e_{j1}|) \geq 0.9 \) and \( |e_{i1}| + |e_{j1}| > 5 \) voxels or \( |v_{i2} - v_{j2}|/(|e_{i2}| + |e_{j2}|) \geq 0.7 \) and \( |e_{i2}| + |e_{j2}| > 5 \) voxels.

In one respect, the present methods and devices that involve the introduction of such edges may be characterized as an automated method comprising, or a computer readable medium comprising machine readable instructions for, respectively, accessing a representation of a target tree, the representation having edges and vertices; identifying a vertex in the representation that includes a first out-edge, a second out-edge, and an in-edge, where the second out-edge is a terminal edge and where a first vertex defines one end of the first out-edge and a second vertex defines one end of the in-edge; and introducing an edge to the representation that extends between the first vertex and the second vertex. In another respect, such methods and devices may also include, or further comprise machine readable instructions for, accessing data that includes (a) a reference tree having labels and reference tree edges, and (b) inheritance relationship data about some of the reference tree edges; and building a tree association graph, where the building includes: adding a first edge to the tree association graph if (i) a corresponding edge of the representation has an inheritance relationship that is the same as the inheritance relationship of a corresponding reference tree edge, and (ii) the topological distance between a vertex of the first edge and a vertex of the corresponding edge of the representation tree is within a certain limit.

After introducing the parallel edges the mutual inheritance relationship and topological distance for, e.g., every pair of vertices and every pair of edges may be determined. First the vertex relationship array \( R_v \) is computed using Algorithm 1 shown in FIG. 2. Based on \( R_v \), which contains the inheritance relationship and the minimum and maximum topological distance between any two edges in the associated tree, the edge relationship array \( R_e \) is computed with Algorithm 3 shown in Table 3.
In some embodiments of the present labeling methods, every vertex and every edge in the association graph has a weight \( W_{\text{vertex}} \in [0,1] \) and \( W_{\text{edge}} \in [0,1] \), respectively, associated with it.

In some embodiments of the present labeling methods, every association graph vertex weight \( W_{\text{vertex}} \) is based on the single-segment measures and is computed by

\[
W_{\text{vertex}} = \exp \left( -\frac{l - \mu}{2\sigma^2} \right) \exp \left( -\frac{\psi_{\text{d}}}{2\theta} \right)
\]

with

\[
\psi_{\text{d}} = \cos^{-1} \frac{S_n \cdot S_m}{|S_n||S_m|}
\]

In some embodiments of the present labeling methods, every association graph edge weight \( W_{\text{edge}} \) is based on the inter-segment measures and is computed by

\[
W_{\text{edge}} = \exp \left( -\frac{l - \mu}{2\sigma^2} \right) \exp \left( -\frac{\psi_{\text{g}}}{2\theta} \right)
\]

with

\[
\psi_{\text{g}} = \cos^{-1} \frac{S_n \cdot S_m}{|S_n| \cdot |S_m|}
\]

In some embodiments of the present labeling methods, only vertices and edges with a value greater than 0.1 are added to the association graph. This helps limit the size of the association graph and consequently reduces the computing time when searching for the maximum clique.

Finding Maximum Weighted Clique

In some embodiments of the present labeling methods, the maximum clique in the association graph is found in a manner similar to the version of Algorithm 2 (Table 1 above). The only differences are that size is substituted with weights \( w \) that were assigned to the vertices and edges of the association graph, and lines 13 and 14 of Algorithm 2 are omitted because the remaining edges and vertices cannot be predicted and consequently an early termination is not possible. The clique with the biggest sum \( \Omega = \sum_{v \in \text{vertexes}} W_{\text{vertex}} + \sum_{e \in \text{edges}} W_{\text{edge}} \) is sought.

One might use the average weight of all vertices and edges as measure for the total weight of a clique. However, this would have the disadvantage that single edges or vertices with below-average weight would not be included into the resulting maximum clique. Summing up the weights avoids this.

Reducing Computing Time

The problem of finding the maximum clique is NP-complete. Garey et al. (1979). One way of keeping the computing time down is to reduce the problem size. In the case of the tree-labeling, this may be done by a stepwise labeling.

In some embodiments of the present labeling methods, only a sub-tree is labeled during one labeling step. A sequence of labeling steps is illustrated in FIGS. 11A-11C. Every labeling step starts from a segment that already has its final label assigned to it (marked with a 's' in FIGS. 11A-11C). Terminal segments (marked with a 't' in FIGS. 11A-11C) are used as
guides only and do not receive their final label at this point. The segments in-between the start segment and the terminal segments receive their final labels.

Applying this stepwise labeling results in a significant speedup of the labeling process. A complete tree is labeled in a few seconds, whereas an attempt of labeling an entire tree in one single step can take several hours. At the same time, the accuracy of the assigned labels is preserved.

Use Lobe-Information to Increase Quality of Labeling Result

Information about the location of lung lobes can be used to restrict the search space when assigning anatomical labels.

The human lung consists of five distinct lung lobes. Anatomical pre-knowledge provides information about which anatomical airway labels are contained in which lobe. In some embodiments of the present labeling methods, given an assigned airway label, the process of assigning anatomical labels can be subdivided into five separate tasks. Each lobe is treated as a separate entity and only airways within a lobe, together with the sub-set of anatomical labels that are known to belong to that lobe, are considered at a time. This results in a restriction of the search space because the possible targets where a label may be assigned to are reduced. This should not only speed up the labeling process, but more importantly it should guarantee that every airway segment label is assigned within its correct lobe. As a result, the risk of mislabeling a segment should be significantly reduced and the overall quality of the labeling result should increase.

Use of lobe information as just described is not implemented in the embodiments (e.g., the software) of the present labeling methods described in Appendix 1 of U.S. Provisional Patent Application Ser. No. 60/568,184.

Implementation

In some embodiments of the present labeling methods, the graph-related parts may be realized with the help of the Boost Graph Library, Siek et al. (2002). The complete labeling algorithm may be implemented as a command-line application written in ANSI C++ (e.g., one example of machine-readable instructions). Such a program can take one XML tree file as input and write the labels back into the same file. A description of relevant XML files appears above. Labeling a full-sized in-vivo tree containing 200-300 vertices requires a computing time of about 5 seconds, measured on a single AMD Athlon™ CPU running at a clock rate of 1.2 GHz.

In some embodiments of the present labeling methods, a separate command-line application computes the population average. A text file defines the trees (contained in XML tree files) that can be used for the definition of the population average. The results are saved into an ASCII file (about 80 kbytes in size) and will be loaded by the labeling program during initialization. The ASCII format allows platform independent usage of the population average while being one of the most straightforward formats to define and implement. Computing the population average may take up to a half a minute per input tree (depending on the tree size), but may be done only once.

Results

FIG. 12 shows a detail view of a typical result of automated anatomical labeling of an in-vivo tree according to one embodiment of the present labeling methods. Note that correct labels are assigned despite the presence of false branches.

Validation of the embodiment of our branch-point labeling program presented here (minus the use of lobe-information described above) was performed with in-vivo data sets. The accuracy of the program was evaluated by comparing the automated results against an independent standard provided by a human expert.

Independent Standard

Scans from a total of 17 subjects, 10 healthy and 7 diseased, were available. For each subject, a total lung capacity scan (TLC, 85% lung-volume) was taken as the basis for generating the independent standard. In each volume the airway-tree was segmented and skeletonized by automated methods, and the graph representation of the airway-trees was then available to the labeling and matching processes.

An application was written that allowed human experts to perform the tree-labeling by hand. Using this tool, all 17 TLC trees were hand-labeled by a human expert. These hand-labeled trees were then used as gold-standard for the validation of the automated method.

Automated Method

The leave-one-out jackknife method was used for building the population average and for testing the automated labeling. All trees but one were used for building the population average, and the automated program (the program may, as a whole, also be characterized as an algorithm) was then run on the one tree left out. This procedure was repeated for all 17 TLC trees.

Tables 4 and 5 list the validation results for the labeling algorithm. In the first case (Table 4) the segment labels were verified for accuracy. In the second case (Table 5) the branch-point labels were validated.

**TABLE 4**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subject</th>
<th>Correct label</th>
<th>Incorrect label</th>
<th>Computer label not found in the reference set</th>
<th>Reference label not found among computer labels</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Normal 1</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Normal 2</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Normal 3</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Normal 4</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Normal 5</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Normal 6</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Normal 7</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Normal 8</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Normal 9</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Normal 10</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disease 1</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disease 2</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disease 3</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disease 4</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disease 5</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disease 6</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disease 7</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>461</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>(97.1%)</td>
<td>(2.9%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TABLE 5**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subject</th>
<th>Correct label</th>
<th>Incorrect label</th>
<th>Computer label not found in the reference set</th>
<th>Reference label not found among computer labels</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Normal 1</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Normal 2</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Normal 3</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Normal 4</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
TABLE 5-continued

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subject</th>
<th>Correct label</th>
<th>Incorrect label</th>
<th>Computer label not found in the reference set</th>
<th>Reference label not found among computer labels</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Normal5 (brp005tc)</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Normal6 (brp006tc)</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Normal7 (brp007tc)</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Normal8 (brp008tc)</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Normal9 (brp009tc)</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Normal10 (brp010tc)</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diseased (brp05tc)</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diseased (brp00tc)</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diseased (brp08tc)</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diseased (brp09tc)</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diseased (brp012t)</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diseased (brp04tc)</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diseased (brp01tc)</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>404</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>(85.14%)</td>
<td>(14.96%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

85.1% of the assigned labels are correct. The number of correctly assigned segment labels is higher because it is difficult for the automated algorithm to label terminal 15 branchpoints. A terminal branch-point is the highest-generation branch-point with anatomical label within a branch. Because no more labels are to be found beyond a terminal branch-point, the labeling algorithm does not have guide segments when assigning the label. This makes it difficult to find the exact branch-point. FIG. 13 illustrates this issue.

It was surprising and unexpected that the automated labeling identified a number of human errors. After reviewing the cases of disagreement between the independent standard and the automated result, we were able to identify 5 cases where a label was misplaced by the human expert.

While the embodiments of the present labeling methods (and devices) have been discussed in the context of the human airway tree, those of ordinary skill in the art will understand that they are also applicable to labeling aspects of any other artificial or natural tree structure for which a naming convention exists or is desired.

The present methods and devices are not intended to be limited to the particular forms disclosed. Rather, they are to cover all modifications, equivalents, and alternatives falling within the scope of the claims. The appended claims are not to be interpreted as including means-plus-function limitations, unless such a limitation is explicitly recited in a given claim using the phrase(s) "means for" and/or "step for," respectively.
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We claim:
1. A non-transitory computer readable medium comprising machine readable instructions for:
   accessing a first representation of an airway tree of a human subject;
   accessing a second representation of the airway tree of the human subject;
   automatically pruning at least a portion of the first representation, including:
   - deleting from the first representation of the airway tree a terminal branch having a length shorter than a pre-defined threshold length;
   - deleting from the first representation of the airway tree a vertex having an in-edge and only one out-edge; and replacing the in-edge and out-edge of the deleted vertex with a single edge.
2. The computer readable medium of claim 1, further comprising machine readable instructions for:
   automatically pruning at least a portion of the second representation.
3. The computer readable medium of claim 2, the first and second representations of the airway tree each including vertices and one or more terminal branches, and the automatically pruning at least a portion of the first representation including:
   - deleting from the first representation of the airway tree any terminal branch having a length shorter than a pre-defined threshold length.
4. The computer readable medium of claim 3, where the automatically pruning at least a portion of the second representation includes:
   deleting from the second representation of the airway tree any terminal branch having a length shorter than a predefined threshold length.

5. The computer readable medium of claim 4, where the automatically pruning at least a portion of the first representation includes:
   deleting from the first representation of the airway tree any vertex having an in-edge and only one out-edge; and replacing the in-edge and out-edge of each deleted vertex from the first representation with a single edge.

6. The computer readable medium of claim 5, where the automatically pruning at least a portion of the second representation includes:
   deleting from the second representation of the airway tree any vertex having an in-edge and only one out-edge; and replacing the in-edge and out-edge of each deleted vertex from the second representation with a single edge.

7. The computer readable medium of claim 1, the first and second representations of the airway tree each including a carina and two main bronchi, each main bronchi including an end point, the computer readable medium further comprising machine readable instructions for:
   identifying the carina and the end points of the two main bronchi in the first and second representations of the airway tree.

8. The computer readable medium of claim 7, further comprising machine readable instructions for:
   matching the identified carina and end points of the two main bronchi from the first representation with the identified carina and end points of the two main bronchi from the second representation.

9. The computer readable medium of claim 8, further comprising machine readable instructions for:
   identifying some remaining major branch-points in the first and second representations of the airway tree, the remaining major branch-points comprising branch-points that correspond to an entry point of either a lobe or a sub-lobe.

10. The computer readable medium of claim 9, further comprising machine readable instructions for:
    matching the identified remaining major branch-points from the first representation with the identified remaining major branch-points from the second representation.

11. The computer readable medium of claim 10, further comprising machine readable instructions for:
    matching a sub-tree from the first representation with a sub-tree from the second representation, where the sub-tree from the given representation is below the identified remaining major branch-points from the given representation.

12. The computer readable medium of claim 11, where each sub-tree includes a root point, and prior to matching the sub-tree from the first representation with the sub-tree from the second representation, one of the two sub-trees is translated such that the root points of the two sub-trees are superimposed.

13. The computer readable medium of claim 1, further comprising machine readable instructions for:
    building a tree association graph.

14. The computer readable medium of claim 13, where the tree association graph has a maximum clique, and the computer readable medium also comprises machine readable instructions for:
    identifying the maximum clique.

15. The computer readable medium of claim 13, where the tree association graph includes vertices, and the computer readable medium also comprises machine readable instructions for:
    assigning the vertices to the tree association graph such that no inheritance relationships other than parent, child, or sibling exist among the vertices.

16. The computer readable medium of claim 1, where the first representation of the airway tree is based on a volumetric scan of the human subject taken using computed tomography.

17. The computer readable medium of claim 1, where the first representation of the airway tree is based on a volumetric scan of the human subject taken using magnetic resonance.

18. The computer readable medium of claim 1, where the airway tree is diseased.

19. A non-transitory computer readable medium comprising machine readable instructions for:
    accessing a first representation of an airway tree of a human subject, the first representation including vertices;
    accessing a second representation of the airway tree of the human subject, the second representation including vertices;
    building a tree association graph, where the building includes determining whether two possible vertices of the tree association graph have a topological distance that falls within a range of acceptable topological distances; and automatically pruning at least a portion of the first representation, including:
    deleting from the first representation of the airway tree a vertex having an in-edge and only one out-edge; and replacing the in-edge and out-edge of the deleted vertex with a single edge.

20. A non-transitory computer readable medium comprising machine readable instructions for:
    accessing a first representation of an airway tree of a human subject, the first representation including vertices;
    accessing a second representation of the airway tree of the human subject, the second representation including vertices; and
    building a tree association graph, where the building includes assigning vertices to the tree association graph such that no inheritance relationships other than parent, child, or sibling exist among the vertices.

21. A non-transitory computer readable medium comprising machine readable instructions for:
    accessing a first representation, the first representation including a segmented, skeletonized representation of an airway tree at a first lung volume of a human subject;
    accessing a second representation, the second representation including a segmented, skeletonized representation of the airway tree at a second lung volume of a human subject; and automatically pruning at least a portion of the first representation, including:
    deleting from the first representation a vertex having an in-edge and only one out-edge; and replacing the in-edge and out-edge of the deleted vertex with a single edge.

22. The computer readable medium of claim 21, further comprising machine readable instructions for:
    automatically pruning at least a portion of the second representation.
23. The computer readable medium of claim 22, the first and second representations of the airway tree each including vertices and one or more terminal branches, and the automatically pruning at least a portion of the first representation including:
  deleting from the first representation of the airway tree any terminal branch having a length shorter than a pre-defined threshold length.

24. The computer readable medium of claim 23, where the automatically pruning at least a portion of the second representation includes:
  deleting from the second representation of the airway tree any terminal branch having a length shorter than a pre-defined threshold length.

25. The computer readable medium of claim 24, where the automatically pruning at least a portion of the first representation includes:
  deleting from the first representation of the airway tree any vertex having an in-edge and only one out-edge; and replacing the in-edge and out-edge of each deleted vertex from the first representation with a single edge.

26. The computer readable medium of claim 25, where the automatically pruning at least a portion of the second representation includes:
  deleting from the second representation of the airway tree any vertex having an in-edge and only one out-edge; and replacing the in-edge and out-edge of each deleted vertex from the second representation with a single edge.

27. The computer readable medium of claim 21, the first and second representations of the airway tree each including a carina and two main bronchi, each main bronchi including an end point, the computer readable medium further comprising machine readable instructions for:
  identifying the carina and the end points of the two main bronchi in the first and second representations of the airway tree.

28. The computer readable medium of claim 27, further comprising machine readable instructions for:
  matching the identified carina and end points of the two main bronchi from the first representation with the identified carina and end points of the two main bronchi from the second representation.

29. The computer readable medium of claim 28, further comprising machine readable instructions for:
  identifying some remaining major branch-points in the first and second representations of the airway tree, the remaining major branch-points comprising branch-points that correspond to an entry point of either a lobe or a sub-lob.

30. The computer readable medium of claim 29, further comprising machine readable instructions for:
  matching the identified remaining major branch-points from the first representation with the identified remaining major branch-points from the second representation.

31. The computer readable medium of claim 30, further comprising machine readable instructions for:
  matching a sub-tree from the first representation with a sub-tree from the second representation, where the sub-tree from a given representation is below the identified remaining major branch-points from the given representation.

32. The computer readable medium of claim 31, where each sub-tree includes a root point, and prior to matching the sub-tree from the first representation with the sub-tree from the second representation, one of the two sub-trees is translated such that the root points of the two sub-trees are superimposed.

33. The computer readable medium of claim 21, further comprising machine readable instructions for:
  building a tree association graph.

34. The computer readable medium of claim 33, where the tree association graph has a maximum clique, and the computer readable medium also comprises machine readable instructions for:
  identifying the maximum clique.

35. The computer readable medium of claim 33, where the tree association graph includes vertices, and the computer readable medium also comprises machine readable instructions for:
  assigning the vertices to the tree association graph such that no inheritance relationships other than parent, child, or sibling exist among the vertices.

36. The computer readable medium of claim 21, where the first representation of the airway tree is based on a volumetric scan of the human subject taken using computed tomography.

37. The computer readable medium of claim 21, where the first representation of the airway tree is based on a volumetric scan of the human subject taken using magnetic resonance.

38. The computer readable medium of claim 21, where the airway tree is diseased.
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